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Read Book Brink The From Back
When people should go to the books stores, search introduction by shop, shelf by
shelf, it is in point of fact problematic. This is why we oﬀer the books compilations in
this website. It will extremely ease you to see guide Brink The From Back as you
such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in point of fact want, you
can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can
be every best place within net connections. If you aspiration to download and install
the Brink The From Back, it is totally simple then, previously currently we extend the
member to buy and create bargains to download and install Brink The From Back
correspondingly simple!
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Back from the Brink
1000 Days at Number 11
Atlantic Books Ltd In the late summer of 2007, shares of Northern Rock went into
free-fall, causing a run on the bank - the ﬁrst in over 150 years. Northern Rock
proved to be only the ﬁrst. Twelve months later, as the world was engulfed in the
worst banking crisis for more than a century, one of its largest banks, RBS, came
within hours of collapse. Back from the Brink tells the gripping story of Alistair
Darling's one thousand days in Number 11 Downing Street. As Chancellor, he had to
avert the collapse of RBS hours before the cash machines would have ceased to
function; at the eleventh hour, he stopped Barclays from acquiring Lehman Brothers
in order to protect UK taxpayers; he used anti-terror legislation to stop Icelandic
banks from withdrawing funds from Britain. From crisis talks in Washington, to
dramatic meetings with the titans of international banking, to dealing with the
massive political and economic fallout in the UK, Darling places the reader in the
rooms where the destinies of millions weighed heavily on the shoulders of a few. His
book is also a candid account of life in the Downing Street pressure cooker and his
relationship with Gordon Brown during the last years of New Labour. Back from the
Brink is a vivid and immediate depiction of the British government's handling of an
unprecedented global ﬁnancial catastrophe. Alistair Darling's knowledge and
understanding provide a unique perspective on the events that rocked international
capitalism. It is also a vital historical document.
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The Autobiography
Random House Paul McGrath is Ireland's best loved sportsman and also its least
understood. An iconic football presence during a professional career stretching over
14 years, he played for his country in the European Championship ﬁnals of 1988 and
the World Cup ﬁnals of 1990 and 1994. But, behind the implied glamour of life in the
employ of great English clubs like Manchester United and Aston Villa, McGrath
wrestled with a range of destructive emotions that made his success in the game
little short of miraculous. That story has until now never been told. It is a story that
runs from a hard, hidden childhood spent in Dublin's orphanages all the way to the
pain of two marriage break-ups and the struggle to cope with life after football. Quite
apart from his all too public struggle with alcoholism, the story runs through the
surreal highs and calamitous lows of a life lived habitually on the edge of chaos. It is
not just a football story. It is an extraordinary human story that is certain to surprise
with its candour. Here, for the ﬁrst time, read about the father he never met; the
mother whose love never died; the routine loneliness and ritual bullying endured by
a black kid growing up behind closed doors in 1960s Dublin; the emotional
breakdown suﬀered on leaving that institution; the recovery that - remarkably brought him all the way to Old Traﬀord; the rollercoaster ride that followed. Here, the
guilt, fear, self-loathing are all laid bare in a story ﬁred with hope and determination
for the future. It may well be the most candid sports book ever written.

Grieving Dads
To the Brink and Back
Grieving Dads: To the Brink and Back is a collection of candid stories from grieving
dads that were interviewed over a two year period. The book oﬀers insight from
fellow members of, in the haunting words of one dad, "this terrible, terrible club,"
which consists of men who have experienced the death of a child. This book is a
collection of survival stories by men who have survived the worst possible loss and
lived to tell the tale. They are real stories that pull no punches and are told with
brutal honesty. Men that have shared their deepest and darkest moments. Moments
that included thoughts of suicide, self-medication and homelessness. Some of these
men have found their way back from the brink while others are still standing there,
stuck in their pain. The core message of Grieving Dads is "you're not alone." It is a
message that desperately needs to be delivered to grieving dads who often grieve in
silence due to society's expectations. Grieving Dads: To the Brink and Back is a book
that no grieving dad or anyone who cares for him should be without. As any grieving
parent will tell you, there are no words to describe the hell one experiences after the
death of a child. Many men have no clue how to deal with or understand the myriad
emotional, mental, and physical responses experienced after the death of a child.
Stories appearing in the book have been carefully selected to represent a crosssection of fathers, as well as a diverse portrayal of loss. This approach helps reﬂect
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the full spectrum of grief, from the early days of shock and trauma to the long view
after living with loss for many years. Any bereaved father will ﬁnd brotherhood in
these pages, and will feel that someone understands them. While there is plenty of
raw emotion in this book-the stories are not exercises in self-pity nor are they
studies in grief. They are survival stories instead. Some are testimonies to hope.
Some are gut-wrenching accounts of overwhelming despair. But all of them are reallife stories from real-life grieving dads, and they show that even if one reaches his
physical and emotional bottom, it is possible (although not easy) to live through that
pain and ﬁnd one's way to the other side of grief. Most dads in this book found
themselves in a state of physical, mental, and emotional collapse after the death of
their child. As if the losses alone weren't enough to drive these men to the brink,
most try to deal with their grief according to the conventional wisdom so many men
are brought up with, which perversely, increases their suﬀering all the more. We all
know the party line about how men are "supposed" to deal with loss or even
disappointment: toughen up, get back to work, take it like a man, support your wife,
don't talk about your emotions, don't lose control, and if you must cry-by all means
do so in private.

Avoiding Armageddon
America, India, and Pakistan to the
Brink and Back
Brookings Institution Press "Traces the history of the United States, India, and
Pakistan as British colonies and their interaction in the twentieth and twenty-ﬁrst
centuries, particularly in regard to relations between India and Pakistan, nuclear
proliferation, the global jihad movement, and U.S. diplomatic eﬀorts to stabilize
conditions on the subcontinent"--Provided by publisher.

Back from the Brink
Turning Escorts Around
Harper Collins The Escorts Group, one of India's most iconic business houses, has
seen its fair share of major setbacks in its seventy-ﬁve-year history. Founded in 1944
in Lahore, Escorts was ﬁrst a victim of Partition. In 1960, it set up its manufacturing
base in Faridabad on the outskirts of Delhi, and over the years was associated with
leading global players such as Ford, JCB and Yamaha. The Rajdoot bikes it produced
were a rage in the 1980s. But the same decade also witnessed a hostile takeover bid
by Lord Swraj Paul, one of the lowest points in the company's life. No crisis, though,
compared with the downturn that followed the economic liberalization of 1991, with
the group exiting several of its business. At one point, the ﬁnancial crisis was so
deep that power supply to its oﬃce was cut oﬀ for non-payment of bills. From then to
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now, Escorts has seen a remarkable turnaround, led by Rajan Nanda and his son
Nikhil. Back from the Brink is the story of how Escorts was turned around -- an eyeopening account of management, with crucial lessons for practitioners, professionals
and students looking to understand how a quintessentially Indian company is run -and revived.

Back from the Brink
Australians Tell Their Stories of
Overcoming Depression
Graeme Cowan This title discusses with well-known and everyday Australians about
their personal journey of enduring and overcoming depression. Written in a question
and answer format, the book oﬀers a raw and immediate format that strikes straight
to the heart. The stories show just how real and prevalent depression is!

To the Brink and Back
India's 1991 Story
Rupa Publications India

Back from the Brink: The Inside
Story of the Tory Resurrection
HarperCollins UK Lifting the lid on the most captivating story in British politics today,
‘Back from the Brink’ charts the Conservative Party's remarkable journey from the
political wilderness to the threshold of power.

Back from the Brink
A Nicole Cobain Mystery
Crooked Lane Books Dead bodies and bad cops make for a brutal Montana springand a small-town sheriﬀ's worst nightmare in the second thrilling installment of the
Nicole Cobain mysteries. It's a glorious spring in Blue Mesa, Montana, but not all is
well in paradise. The authorities have been waging war against drug traﬃckers who
use "mules" to carry the dope and cash across the Canadian border. And murder
gets thrown into the equation when sheriﬀ Nicole Cobain is called to the lake to
assist Border Patrol but ﬁnds their boat adrift and a dead man in the ice. When the
police drag the lake looking for bodies, they recover a satchel containing money and
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drugs--a satchel marked with the Border Patrol seal. The evidence points to corrupt
elements within the Border Patrol who are involved in the drug trade. Then, another
murder victim turns up--the brother of Frank, a Border Patrol agent who's been
trying to root out the bad agents. Nicole suspects that the two missing agents may
have been responsible for the theft of the money and drugs, but when one of them is
found dead from a single gunshot wound, the trail suddenly grows cold. As the
bodies pile up, Nicole begins to feel that she's the only good guy on the scene--and
on the brink of a terrible discovery that could shake the community to its core.

Back from the Brink
Thailand's Response to the 1997
Economic Crisis
World Bank Publications Although the ﬁnancial sector was the epicentre of Thailand's
economic crisis in 1997, the corporate sector, small-scale manufacturers, wage
earners, and other vulnerable groups also felt the eﬀects. There was a widespread
loss of conﬁdence that threatened to undo the prosperity of several decades of hard
work. This book provides and analysis of the crisis and the struggle to ﬁnd a solution,
examining the key events and the resulting policy measures.

Back from the Brink
True Stories and Practical Help for
Overcoming Depression and Bipolar
Disorder
New Harbinger Publications On July 24th, 2004, author Graeme Cowan took pen to
paper and said goodbye to his family. “I just can’t be a burden any longer,” he wrote.
After four failed suicide attempts, and a ﬁve-year episode of depression that his
psychiatrist described as the worst he had ever treated, Cowan set out on a diﬃcult
journey back from the brink. Since then, he has dedicated his life to helping others
struggling with depression and bipolar disorder—and that is how this book came to
be. If you have severe depression or bipolar disorder, it is important to remember
that you are not alone. Featuring interviews with people from of all walks of life, Back
from the Brink is ﬁlled with real stories of hope and healing, information about
treatment options and medication, and tools for putting what you've learned into
practice. If you are ready to put one foot in front of the other and ﬁnally set out on
the path to recovery, the powerful stories in this book will inform and inspire you to
make lasting change. If you have severe depression or bipolar disorder, you may ﬁnd
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it diﬃcult to take that ﬁrst step toward recovery. You aren’t alone. In our society,
many people with depression or bipolar disorder do not seek therapy or medical
treatment due to the stigma that surrounds mental illness. Even people in
“progressive” communities may not want to admit that they are on antidepressants
or mood-balancing medications. Isn’t it time we changed the way we thought about
these illnesses? The book includes a special foreword by actress Glenn Close, and
features in-depth interviews with former US Representative Patrick Kennedy;
television talk-show host Trisha Goddard; director of public policy at Google, Bob
Boorstin; former chief advisor to Tony Blair, Alastair Campbell; former tennis pro,
Cliﬀ Richey; former professional football player, Greg Montgomery; and many more.

Condor
To the Brink and Back--the Life and
Times of One Giant Bird
Harper Collins The California condor has been described as a bird "with one wing in
the grave." Flying on wings nearly ten feet wide from tip to tip, these birds thrived on
the carcasses of animals like woolly mammoths. Then, as humans began
dramatically reshaping North America, the continent's largest ﬂying land bird started
disappearing. By the beginning of the twentieth century, extinction seemed
inevitable. But small groups of passionate individuals refused to allow the condor to
fade away, even as they fought over how and why the bird was to be saved.
Scientists, farmers, developers, bird lovers, and government bureaucrats argued
bitterly and often, in the process injuring one another and the species they were
trying to save. In the late 1980s, the federal government made a wrenching decision
-- the last remaining wild condors would be caught and taken to a pair of zoos, where
they would be encouraged to breed with other captive condors. Livid critics called
the plan a recipe for extinction. After the zoo-based populations soared, the condors
were released in the mountains of south-central California, and then into the Grand
Canyon, Big Sur, and Baja California. Today the giant birds are nowhere near extinct.
The giant bird with "one wing in the grave" appears to be recovering, even as the
wildlands it needs keep disappearing. But the story of this bird is more than the story
of a vulture with a giant wingspan -- it is also the story of a wild and giant state that
has become crowded and small, and of the behind-the-scenes dramas that have
shaped the environmental movement. As told by John Nielsen, an environmental
journalist and a native Californian, this is a fascinating tale of survival.

Back from the Brink
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Turning Escorts Around
Harper Business

Back from the Brink
Coping with Stress
Virgin Pub Imagine spending three and a half years in prison for causing the ﬁnancial
scandal of the century, being divorced by your wife and then, to cap it all, being
diagnosed with cancer. In 1995, Nick leeson's unchecked risk-taking caused the
sensational collapse of Barings Bank. He was sentenced to six and a half years in a
gang-ridden Singaporean jail, in conditions that defy belief, while, at the same time,
his wife left him and he was diagnosed with colon cancer. His stress levels were
immeasuable yet, against all odds, he survived. Back From The Brink tells Leeson's
complete personal story, whilst in-depth conversations with top psychologist Ivan
Tyrell show how the continual levels of high stress that aﬀected Nick's mental and
physical health can be related to us all, including - living with relationship and family
problems - struggling with debt - striving to achieve status and success - coping with
serious illness These pressures are common to many of us yet Leeson's approaches
to dealing with his experiences reveal inspirational methods of combating stress. The
book enables readers to check their own stress levels by working through easy-touse charts and questions, and Tyrell's clear, professional analysis and coping
stratagies make Back From The Brink:Coping With Stress a practical yet inspirational
book. this amazing story of recovery has real applications in the stressful climate of
the modern world. 'My experiences may be unusual, but they oﬀer real insight into
how stress can get out of hand and aﬀect all of us. this book will help people who
feel overwhelmed by life's diﬃculties.'

Back from the Brink
An Apocalyptic Experience
London : Collins

Back from the Brink
Saving Animals from Extinction
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt True stories of how scientists are saving endangered
species, with photos included: “Readers will be moved by Castaldo’s appreciation for
these animals.” —Booklist (starred review) In this book, the acclaimed author of
Sniﬀer Dogs details the successful eﬀorts of scientists to bring threatened animals
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back from the brink of extinction. How could capturing the last wild California
condors help save them? Why are some states planning to cull populations of the
gray wolf, despite this species only recently making it oﬀ the endangered list? How
did a decision made during the Civil War to use alligator skin for cheap boots nearly
drive the animal to extinction? Back from the Brink answers these questions and
more as it delves into the threats to seven species, and the scientiﬁc and political
eﬀorts to coax them back from the brink. This rich, informational look at the problem
of extinction oﬀers a source of hope—all of these animals’ numbers are now on the
rise—and will inspire young wildlife lovers and aspiring scientists. Winner of the
Crystal Kite Award and a Sigurd F. Olsen Best Nature book Honorable Mention

Back from the Brink
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Preston North End stood on the very
edge of existence at the end of 1985/86. Forced to go cap-in-hand canvassing for reelection votes after the indignity of ﬁnishing 91st in the Football League, the
subsequent appointment of John McGrath as manager would prove to be a
masterstroke. The team was rebuilt utilising his book of contacts as the club were
just about broke, but these players bonded together to produce the most remarkable
transformation in the clubs fortunes over the next 9 months, embarking on vital cash
generating cup runs and ﬁnishing runners-up to Northampton Town in the league to
say farewell to Division Four. The season will long live in the memories of those who
witnessed it. The club have since progressed, but owe a massive debt to John
McGrath for masterminding their resurgence and subsequent stability. Without him,
it is debatable whether Preston North End would even exist today, never mind play in
the latest fantastic incarnation of Deepdale. Thank goodness he caught Preston
North End before it died.

Libya and Nuclear Proliferation
Stepping Back from the Brink
Routledge This Adelphi Paper examines the motives behind Libyas pursuit of a
nuclear weapons capability, from Gadhaﬁs rise to power in 1969 through to the end
of 2003. It also assesses the proliferation pathways that the regime followed during
this period, including early dependence on Soviet technology and assistance,
subsequently relying on technological infusions from the A.Q. Khan network. Wyn Q.
Bowen clearly analyzes the decision to give up the quest for nuclear weapons,
focusing on the main factors that inﬂuenced the Gadhaﬁ regimes calculations,
including the perceived need to re-engage, both politically and economically, with
the international community, particularly the United States. It explores the process
of dismantling the nuclear programme and the question of whether Libya constitutes
a model for addressing the challenges posed by other proliferators.
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Back from the Brink
How Australia's Landscape Can Be
Saved
HarperCollins Australia Featured on Australian Story, Peter Andrews is a racehorse
breeder and farmer credited with remarkable success in converting degraded, saltravaged properties into fertile, drought-resistant pastures. His methods are so at
odds with conventional scientiﬁc wisdom that for 30 years he has been dismissed
and ridiculed as a madman. He has faced bankruptcy and family break-up. But now,
on the brink of ecological disaster, leading politicians, international scientists and
businessmen are beating a path to his door as they grapple with how best to
alleviate the aﬀects of drought on the Australian landscape. Described as a man who
reads and understands the Australian landscape better than most scientists,
supporters of Peter Andrews claim he has done what no scientist ever thought to do he has restored streams and wetlands to the way they were before European
settlement interfered with them. the startling results of his natural sequence farming
are said to have been achieved very cheaply, simply and quickly.

12 Marine Animals Back from the
Brink
12-Story Library 12 Marine Animals Back from the Brink Introduces 12 marine
animals that were on the brink of extinction and made an amazing comeback. Facts
about habitat and diet are included, along with the reasons why the species were
threatened and the science behind the work that helped them survive.

Endal
How One Extraordinary Dog
Brought a Family Back from the
Brink
HarperCollins UK "Allen Parton suﬀered a serious head injury while serving in the
Gulf War and returned home unable to walk, talk or remember most of his life. He
couldn't even remember his wife, Sandra, and their two children. After ﬁve years of
rehabilitation, he was still severely disabled. Sandra was a nurse so thought she
would be able to help her husband, but the Allen who had returned didn't remember
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her, and couldn't cope with what life had dealt him. Determined to be strong, Sandra
would have to ﬁght to keep her family together. Endal was a Labrador puppy with
problems of his own until he adopted Allen and Sandra. He was to change their
world, and give them back their family." -- Back cover.

Back from the Brink
A Family Guide to Overcoming
Traumatic Stress
Bantam A look a post-traumatic stress disorder as it aﬀects individuals grieving a
death helps family members of trauma victims to understand, confront, and relieve
the feelings that accompany PTSD, while learning to restore equilibrium

Back from the Brink
Manchester United Crisis,
1919-1932
Empire Publications (UK) The twenty-odd years that separated the First World War
from the Second World War have often been referred to as the long weekend. This
book follows the fortunes of Manchester United from Friday night to Sunday
afternoon. It is the story of how a pre-war giant fell asleep and very nearly did not
wake up again. It is the story of record highs and record lows, of protests, punch-ups
and revolts, of heroes, villains, wizards and saviours, of great escapes and even
greater cock-ups, of joy and pain, tragedy and despair. Amazingly, it is a story that
has never properly been told before. Hopefully, it has been now. 'Back from the
Brink' chronicles the departure of the father of Manchester United, John Henry
Davies and the arrival of its saviour and inspiration James Gibson. The debt modern
United fans owe these two men cannot be underestimated. Had it not been for
Davies there would be no Manchester United -- when Newton Heath were
bankrupted in 1902 he changed the name of the club, found them a new stadium
and injected the style and panache now associated with the club throughout the
football world. As for Gibson, he took a ﬂoundering club playing before dwindling
support and introduced such notions as corporate hospitality, the tracksuit manager
and a youth system as early as 1931. Thus Gibson paved the way for Busby and
Ferguson -- yet this tale concentrates on an era before glory and Manchester United
became inextricably linked. As United fans approach another era of uncertainty
regarding their club, "Back from the Brink" is the ﬁrst proper examination of a period
during which the club won nothing but laid the groundwork for the club's post-war
success.
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Back from the Brink: Rebellious
Youth, Skinhead & Addict
Ambassador-Emerald International Chris Killen appeared to be a normal teenager -but he wasn't. He was experimenting with drugs. Soon he had left home, become a
skinhead, a gang member, and a drug addict. When his mind, health, and hope was
gone, he decided to end it all... but he was snatched back from the brink. In all his
travels, he carried around his little Gideon New Testament, which he read when
nobody was looking. This book tells how God gave Chris a new life in Christ and a
new challenge on earth.

12 Mammals Back from the Brink
Black Rabbit Books Survival stories are more gripping than endangered stories and
this book describes the Mammals populations that have been able to recover from
the human and climater factors that drove them to the edge of extinction. Both
success story and science learning...and social strategizing..

To the Brink and Back
Dorrance Publishing To the Brink and Back By: Deborah Morgan-Hughes Deborah’s
life has been fraught with many challenges but the move interstate with her family
proved to be disastrous. Battling and just surviving she naively believed in the good
nature of her fellow human beings unfortunately she was proven wrong. Only now
after many years of hard work is she beginning to regain some form of trust in
people but restoring shattered trust is a gradual process involving a great deal of
courage. As C.S Lewis wrote…”Experience is a brutal teacher but you learn by god
how you learn!”

Back From the Brink
Stories of Resilience, Reconciliation
and Reconnection
The autobiography of Tim Chan, a young man with severe autism, provides a
powerful theme of the unrelenting struggles in pursuing inclusion for a meaningful
and productive life. He comes face to face with daunting obstacles of autistic
challenges, as well as non-acceptance and stigmatisation in the wider world. Tim's
insights into these challenges are testament to his resilience. His unstinting eﬀorts in
ﬁnding strategies to overcome them pave a way to understanding autism from an
insider's perspective and address issues of inclusion and social justice. Additionally
the story includes the voice of Tim's greatest supporter and advocate - his mother ,
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Sarah, and her tireless eﬀorts to help translate the world to Tim and help Tim
translate himself to the world. We see Tim through her eyes - compassionate,
insightful and ever ready to explore ways for Tim to develop mentally, emotionally
and socially.

Darkest Hour
How Churchill Brought England
Back from the Brink
Harper Perennial From the acclaimed novelist and screenwriter of The Theory of
Everything comes a revelatory look at the period immediately following Winston
Churchill’s ascendancy to Prime Minister—soon to be a major motion picture starring
Gary Oldman. “He was speaking to the nation, the world, and indeed to history...”
May, 1940. Britain is at war. The horrors of blitzkrieg have seen one western
European democracy after another fall in rapid succession to Nazi boot and shell.
Invasion seems mere hours away. Just days after becoming Prime Minister, Winston
Churchill must deal with this horror—as well as a skeptical King, a party plotting
against him, and an unprepared public. Pen in hand and typist-secretary at the
ready, how could he change the mood and shore up the will of a nervous people? In
this gripping day-by-day, often hour-by-hour account of how an often uncertain
Churchill turned Britain around, the celebrated Bafta-winning writer Anthony
McCarten exposes sides of the great man never seen before. He reveals how he
practiced and re-wrote his key speeches, from ‘Blood, toil, tears and sweat’ to ‘We
shall ﬁght on the beaches’; his consideration of a peace treaty with Nazi Germany,
and his underappreciated role in the Dunkirk evacuation; and, above all, how 25
days helped make one man an icon. Using new archive material, McCarten reveals
the crucial behind-the-scenes moments that changed the course of history. It’s a
scarier—and more human—story than has ever been told. “McCarten's pulsepounding narrative transports the reader to those springtime weeks in 1940 when
the fate of the world rested on the shoulders of Winston Churchill. A true story
thrillingly told. Thoroughly researched and compulsively readable.”—Michael F.
Bishop, Executive Director of the International Churchill Society

On the Brink
How a Crisis Transformed Lloyd's of
London
Springer Huge losses very nearly destroyed Lloyd's, a revered British institution, the
world's largest insurance market. Ten thousand people faced big personal bills they
thought profoundly unfair. They challenged a complacent institution, forcing it to
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confront its biggest ever crisis. This book tells what really happened, from the inside.

Riding the Storm
Random House Can money buy you happiness? A few years ago, Duncan Bannatyne
might have said so. He was happily married, and his businesses were thriving. Life
was good. He couldn't have known that a storm was brewing on the horizon, and
that he would soon face immense personal and professional struggles, including the
strain of a divorce and the impact of the recession on his business empire. Riding the
Storm is the inspirational account of how Duncan overcame these setbacks. It's a
survival story, full of insights into how he adapted his businesses and his life to new
ﬁnancial realities. In it, Duncan explains exactly how a working-class boy from
Clydebank built himself a multimillion-pound business empire, and talks with
incredible frankness about the current strategies, goals, and ﬁnances of his
companies. He reveals the true nature of his feuds and friendships with the other
Dragons, and uses his experiences from Dragons' Den to oﬀer advice to start-up
entrepreneurs in today's market. He speaks openly about the terrible pain of his
divorce, and how his children's love gave him the strength to get through it. He
discusses the opportunities that success has given him, from learning to dance for
Sport Relief to trekking up Kilimanjaro with his daughter. And ﬁnally he explains why,
in spite of having just gone through the toughest years of his life, he feels positive
about the future—and why you should, too.

Back from the Brink
CCV Digital

Darkest Hour
How Churchill Brought us Back from
the Brink
Penguin UK From the prize-winning screenwriter of The Theory of Everything, this is
a cinematic, behind-the-scenes account of a crucial moment which takes us inside
the mind of one of the world's greatest leaders - and provides a revisionist, more
rounded portrait of his leadership. May, 1940. Britain is at war, European
democracies are falling rapidly and the public are unaware of this dangerous new
world. Just days after his unlikely succession to Prime Minister, Winston Churchill,
faces this horror - and a sceptical King and a party plotting against him. He wonders
how he can capture the public mood and does so, magniﬁcently, before leading the
country to victory. It is this fascinating period that Anthony McCarten captures in this
deeply researched, gripping day-by-day (and often hour-by-hour) narrative. In doing
so he revises the familiar view of Churchill - he made himself into the iconic ﬁgure
we remember and changed the course of history, but through those turbulent and
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dangerous weeks he was plagued by doubt, and even explored a peace treaty with
Nazi Germany. It's a scarier, and more human story, than has ever been told.

Back from the Brink
Coping with Stress
In 1995, Nick Leeson's unchecked risk-taking caused the sensational collapse of
Barings Bank. He was sentenced to six and a half years in a gang-ridden
Singaporean jail, in conditions that defy belief, while, at the same time, his wife left
him and he was diagnosed with colon cancer. His stress levels were immeasurable
yet, against all odds, he survived. 'Back from the brink' tells Leeson's complete
personal story, whilst in-depth conversations with top psychologist Ivan Tyrrell show
how the continual levels of high stress that aﬀected Nick's mental and physical
health can be related to us all.

Fabulous Finn
The Brave Police Dog Who Came
Back from the Brink
Hachette UK THE TOP TEN BESTSELLER: The Inspirational Life of Finn, Britain's
Bravest Dog, Winner of the 2017 Daily Mirror Animal Hero of the Year Award and Star
of Britain's Got Talent 2019 Hertfordshire, October 5th 2016. At around 2 a.m., PC
Dave Wardell and his dog, PD Finn, were trying to apprehend a robbery suspect
when he turned around and attacked them. Finn was stabbed with a ten-inch-bladed
knife, both through his chest, via his armpit and then - the knife bound for Dave through the top of his head. Finn no doubt saved Dave's life, but the race was on to
try and save Finn's. Dave Wardell's heartfelt memoir charts an incredible journey of
friendship and loyalty. It is a celebration of the bond between one man and his dog,
from when Dave collected Finn from his kennels at just nine months old, all the way
through to Finn's recent and hard-earned retirement. The book charts the career of a
highly trained, highly decorated dog. In his time on the job Finn tracked oﬀenders of
all kinds; found missing children; tackled armed oﬀenders; saved lives. But Finn isn't
just a police dog - he's also a cherished family pet and this is his remarkable, lifeaﬃrming story.

12 Insects Back from the Brink
12-Story Library 12 Insects Back from the Brink introduces 12 insects that were on
the brink of extinction and made an amazing comeback. Facts about habitat and diet
are included, along with the reasons why the species were threatened and the
science behind the work that helped them survive.
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12 Reptiles Back from the Brink
Black Rabbit Books Survival stories are more gripping than endangered stories and
this book describes the reptile populations that have been able to recover from the
human and climater factors that drove them to the edge of extinction. Both success
story and science learning...and social strategizing..

On The Edge: Stepping Back From
The Brink of Suicide
AuthorHouse James was only ﬁve years old and travelling home to Devon after
holiday with his family in Scotland in 1986, when tragedy struck. The car was
involved in a serious accident just outside Bristol, leaving him ﬁghting for survival on
life support. When he emerged from his coma, doctors discovered that he was
seriously brain damaged, leaving the left side paralysed. Within the blink of an eye
James had been transformed from a gregarious, fun-loving little boy into a rag doll.
But with a lot of loving support, he began the long and diﬃcult road to recovery. His
attitude was inspirational, and for years he threw himself into rehabilitation. As
James grew up he began to feel misunderstood and not able to reach the level of
normality he so yearned for. He felt that there was no longer any point to his life.
When James asked his doctor for help, the reality of his situation suddenly struck.
Suicide would be the ultimate failure. This is the story of James' life and how he
fought tooth and nail to stay alive. It is both his autobiography and a guide to
personal development. Since making the conscious decision not to give up hope,
James has gone on to travel the world and teach English abroad. James is open and
honest about the things in which he has found great solace during his darkest hours,
and he credits the teachings of Kabbalah, an increasingly popular form of Jewish
mysticism, for helping him refocus his life. The singer Madonna, a long term
exponent of the spiritual teaching, has been an inspirational ﬁgure for James. James
is now a picture of good health; despite continued weakness in his left side and a
limp, he walks conﬁdently and with a purpose.

12 Birds Back from the Brink
12-Story Library 12 Birds Back from the Brink introduces 12 birds that were on the
brink of extinction and made an amazing comeback. Facts about habitat and diet are
included, along with the reasons why the species were threatened and the science
behind the work that helped them survive.

Back from the Brink Classroom
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Collection (1 Each of 6)
Black Rabbit Books This is a collection of 8 titles from the Back from the Brink series.
These titles will encourage budding environmentalists by sharing the amazing stories
of survival of endangered species. Each book shares human and natural factors that
drove 12 species on the brink of extinction to survival.

12 Amphibians Back from the Brink
12-Story Library 12 Amphibians Back from the Brink introduces 12 amphibians that
were on the brink of extinction and made an amazing comeback. Facts about habitat
and diet are included, along with the reasons why the species were threatened and
the science behind the work that helped them survive.
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